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What is the Cornerstone Morgan Horse Club?

The Cornerstone Morgan Club is a fully accredited AMHA National Service Organization. We are here for the
following reasons:

A. To promote, preserve, and honor the history, image, and progeny of  the Foundation Morgan Horse, as
defined at FoundationMorganHorse.com , with the goal of increasing the breeding, use, showing, and
enjoyment ofthese unique and special horses.

B. To improve, promote and perpetuate the genetic purity of  Foundation Morgan horses.
C. To cooperate with the AMHA Inc. in promoting the Morgan Horse.
D. To provide a united voice and effort in support of the Foundation Morgan Horse.
E. To promote good fellowship and sportsmanship among Cornerstone Morgan members.

Mission Statement

To promote and encourage the continued genetic purity of Foundation bred Morgan horses with no modern
outcrosses (ie : no Saddlebred after 1930, exception: Ladelle), as defined at FoundationMorganhorse.com,
with the goal of increasing the breeding, use, showing, and enjoyment of these unique and special horses. To
promote all families of Foundation bred Morgans without prejudice nor judgment regarding color, gait, or
Foundation bloodline, as a celebration of the Foundation Morgan’s versatility and diversity. To raise the profile of
Foundation bred Morgans within the AMHA and its publications, other horse-related publication, and in both
open and breed competitions. The Cornerstone Morgan Horse club will be open to anyone who is interested in
breeding, training, showing, or owning Foundation bred Morgans. Owners and breeders of horses with a high
percentage of Foundation breeding are also encouraged to participate.

Good Statement of Purpose

The purpose of The Cornerstone Morgan Horse Club is to allow people who breed, own, or are interested in
Morgan horses of Foundation breeding, as defined by the FoundationMorganHorse.com, to work together to
promote, preserve, and honor the history, image, and progeny of the Foundation Morgan Horse.

Members Only - Join The Conversation, Vote, etc.!
Cornerstone Morgan Horse members only chatlist

Open to anyone interested in Foundation and High Percent Foundation Morgans is our
Cornerstone Morgan Horse Facebook page www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com
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2016 AMHA Annual Report Online

If you were unable to attend the Meeting of AMHA
Members on February 24 as part of the AMHA
Convention, the 2016 Annual Report can be downloaded
at http://www.morganhorse.com/about/who-we-
are/supporting-documents. The 2016 Financial
Statements and Auditor's Report are also available on the
"Members Only" side of the website. - See more at:
http://www.morganhorse.com/media-
events/news/article/10190/#sthash.GA0Mki6p.dpuf

AMHA Offers Free Advertising

Did you know AMHA's website, www.morganhorse.com,
is the most popular website for Morgan horses with
thousands of  hits per month? So don't you want to sell
your Morgans with the biggest and the best?

As an AMHA member, you can advertise your Morgan
horses for sale for free! The easy-to-follow dashboard
allows you to include all pertinent information on your
horse, including category, height, color, and price. A
keyword search allows those searching for a Morgan to
look using important words. And you can add photos at
no charge! Ads stay on the website for 90 days, after which
time you can either delete or renew it.

No computer? No problem! Call the office at (802) 985-
4944 and someone can post your advertisement for you!

Go to AMHA Classifieds to advertise your horse today! -
See more at: http://www.morganhorse.com/media-
events/news/article/10233/#sthash.7b8oDqR9.dpuf

Are You a Morgan Mentor?

Do you feel comfortable talking about saddle seat horses
or trail riding? Do you love talking about your equestrian
art or how you decided to become a judge? Become a
mentor and share your knowledge!

AMHA's Mentor Network,
http://morganmentornetwork.wix.com/amha, is a free
program for amateurs and professionals alike. Everyone
is welcome to use this website as a tool to communicate
with each other, to brainstorm ideas and to increase their
knowledge about Morgans, and horsemanship skills. The
goal of the Mentor Network is to bring as many people
together as possible to support each other's riding,
driving, and equine business endeavors.

Our breed is fortunate to have many talented young
trainers working hard to start their businesses and to help
sustain the future of the breed. Many of these young
trainers have expressed their need for more resources on
running their business and managing their finances at the
barn. AMHA realized it could create an all-in-one
resource guide for not only young trainers, but for youth,
amateur riders, or any horse owners who want to learn
more about the topic of their choice.

Here's how it works. You can select a mentor from our
list of volunteers and email them to ask a question. This
program is voluntary, so they'll respond to you as soon as
they are able. Once you initially start your conversation,
it's up to you and the mentor to continue it via phone,
email, or even to set up a lesson or teaching session. You
might choose to email them and ask what type of
accounting software they use at their barn, what brand of
saddle they prefer for endurance rides, or how to create a
balanced work schedule for young horses in training.

If you and your mentor have a great talk that others can
benefit from, send AMHA your questions and answers
to add to our FAQ page. From carriage driving to
choosing the right bit for your western horse, our
mentors are eager to talk to you and answer your
questions. There is no such thing as a wrong question or
answer!

We are still looking for more mentors! Check out our
fantastic array of topics and see if one jumps out at you.
Contact Katie Hodges at AMHA at (802) 985-4944 ext.
401 or Katie@morganhorse.com to sign up or to add
your question to our FAQ page!

- See more at: http://www.morganhorse.com/media-
events/news/article/9934/#sthash.YA8Hue2U.dpufh t t
p : / / w w w . m o r g a n h o r s e . c o m / m e d i a -
events/news/article/9739/#sthash.cgC8XAp8.dpuf
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A NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT

2017 started with a Cornerstone bang and is still
going strong. Our new Board members are proving
themselves very dynamic and also devoted to the
Morgan breed. Board members and committee
members are working together on several projects,
this newsletter being only one.

It was so good to see many members discussing
whether or not to remove a phrase from our Mission
Statement. The discussion proved our ability to
share differing views in a respectful way as well as an
intelligent way. Some historical events were shared
that need to be remembered so they are never
repeated. It was 100% beneficial.

 As we discuss methods and views on breeding
program start-ups, we can all become mentors.
Sometimes the questions that plague us the most are
difficult to vocalize. Having others bring out
strategies and wisdoms may give us ah-hah
moments not experienced otherwise. Alleles,
homozygosity, color determination, breeding for
fillies (or colts), and so many other topics, are
available through our members' vast experiences
and knowledge gathering. Lets share the wealth!
Bring it on!

Whether we are competing with a Morgan, riding up
the trail, using a Morgan on the ranch or for
breeding, we are of the same mind. We love our
Morgans! With winter winding down, sunshine,
green grass and Morgan activities are upon us.
Please keep us up on what you are enjoying with
your Morgan. Consider reaching out to help at a
Cornerstone promotion this year. We were just
invited to have a promo table at the Livestock
Conservancy Seminar in Williamsburg, VA  in
November. We are going to be involved at the
Mason-Dixon Show. We have committed to 4
Mother Earth News Fairs, having the next one
coming in May. The Lippitt Club  and Cornerstone
have opened a dialogue to work together in
promotion as well.

Helping at a promotion venue is a whole different
level of  loving our Morgans. Teachers will tell you
that we can learn lots of stuff but its not until we can
reach out and share our experiences and knowledge
that we are truly working at full

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

President–––––––––––––-–––-Pam McDermott

Vice president––––––––––––––-Wendy LeGate

Secretary–––––––––––––––––-–––-Susan Suber

Treasurer––––––––––––––––––––Megan Vogel

Director––––––––––Christina Friedkin Piecuch

Director–––––––––––––––––––––Linda Sewall

Director––––––––––––––––––––-Nancy Savage

Director––-—–––––-—–-–-—–––-Rory McGoff

Director––––––––––––––––––-Helga Loncosky

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

I wanted to take the opportunity to thank
everyone for the opportunity to be your editor! If
you have article ideas, photos, activities reports,
etc., please feel free to send them to me at
amrhblmh@gmail.com Feed back is welcomed
and encouraged, as are letters and thoughts! This
is YOUR publication, help us make it the best!

~ Helga Loncosky

 potential. With our horses, we put it into practice
by listening to and teaching them. Out in the
public, to be a good listener is a skill. There are so
many who are retired from the horse world who
love to share their wealth of knowledge. Much can
be learned and we can be inspired  by just listening.
Then, also, we can inform and educate those who
are interested. What we have learned along this
journey with our Foundation Morgans is much
more than we realize. Using respect and
acceptance, we can do a lot of good to act as history
teachers and genetics teachers and wear other hats
as needed to be available and of service to others.

Enjoy the coming spring weather. Please share
news, foals, escapades, and gleanings with
Cornerstone. Cornerstone is you and me and every
member.

~ Pam McDermott
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Club Activity

Mtn Maple Charm (Red Star of Texas x Master’s Bleu Belle) and Jenny Blanchett-
Morse take advantage of some nice weather to clean out some pastures. What a team!

Left: Linda Sewall went to see
Intelligent Design “Ivy” at the
trainers where she was getting
a tune up. Ivy found a new
owner at the trainers -
someone who can really
appreciate her driving talent!

Patti Keeler is planning a trip to the Nationals for her
dogs and plans to visit some Cornerstone members as
she goes. The trip will be between northern IL and
western NY in mid-May.  Its always fun when Morgan
folks get together.

Jamie Sacks has joined. Glad you are here, Jamie! Jamie
tells us that she has been riding and enjoying Morgan's
since 1966 and was 10 when she began her first riding
lesson and met her first Morgan. She purchased her first
Morgan for her then 12 year old daughter to ride
Saddleseat in 2002 and was hooked all over again. She
started a breeding program as well as helped Morgans
that needed retraining. She started a lesson program. She
has remained “dedicated to educating the next
generation in good horsemanship on quality horses,
mainly Morgan's.“

Jamie is taking a filly from her farm to be a breed
representative at the Mother Earth Fair in Asheville, NC
under the Cornerstone Banner the 1st Sat and Sun in
May (2017).   Jamie says that she will demonstrate basic
ground work skills and will be a great ambassador for
not only the Morgan breed, but for Foundation
Morgan's.

We have new members, Susan McKeen, Sheri Wells,
Holly McNeil and Pearl Heater, who have also recently
joined. We look forward to hearing more about their
Morgan endeavors. Susan is from OR, Sheri from S. CA
and Holly is from MI.

Not all news is happy and upbeat. Sharon Amick lost a
long-awaited pregnancy of her filly, Whippoorwill
Skysthelimit.  Sky was from Mary Jean Vasiloff's last foal
crop. It was certainly devastating news and we can all
empathize with Sharon's loss.
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Sue Suber sent a photo of her  16 yr old adopted
granddaughter Ashley. She is riding the Morgan Mare
Claire. Ashley trained Claire all by herself. They all had a
nice trail ride. (Feb.5)

Sue remarked, “They both tell an important story. The
mare Sugar Shack Mythos Clareity (Westrek Arnett x
Bridlesweet Duffy) came from difficult beginnings.
Ashley is not our biological grandaughter..she was a gift
to us, only getting to know her as a result of my son
becoming a Living Organ Donor to her Dad.. a kidney.
Such blessings !” Blessings indeed!

Jenny Blanchett-Morse sent a photo of her “work
horses” in case they can use it at the MEN Fairs this
spring and summer. Mtn Maple Lambert (Cimarron of
Quietude x Mtn Maple Charm), Mtn Maple Charm (Red
star Of Texas x Master’s Bleu Belle), Mtn Maple Chace
(Randallane Oasis x Mtn Maple Charm) all bred, owned,
trained and driven by Jenny Blanchett-Morse.   Lambert
is even learning the drill, being led alongside his dam.
Good work ethic being established.

Suzanne Avery gave Cornerstone a rundown on her
involvement at the Kansas Equifest;

“Kansas Equifest was a GREAT success. We had a
wonderful time and so MANY people inquired about the
Morgans. The Morgan Breed showcase were Foundation
animals. All "using" animals like Grandpa rode/drove.
There were 5 Kansas Bluestem Morgans represented.

Club Activity

DJJJ Star’s Fancy Doll in front of steam
engine at 2016 Old Thresher Reunion. Owed

by Dan & Jacky Wistrom

Jackson Brook Baxter, 2016 colt owned and
bred by Jackson Brook Farm

 This includes our Foundation Morgan Mule, Willard
Moses. The Kansas Bluestem bred horses would be all of
the black Morgans and the bay event horse/jumper.

Becky Benjamin was there and had a wonderful carriage
turnout with Best's J. P. Morgan. She traveled 4 hours to
be a part of our group. She was such a great addition!

The English pleasure horse was LHD Dolly Too, owned
and ridden by Lucy Schermerhorn. This is a Lazy Heart
D Morgan. A wonderful pair.

The video of our Saturday presentation is on my Kansas
Bluestem Morgans/farm Facebook page.”

Link:   https://www.facebook.com/Kansas-Bluestem-
MorgansFarm-281912775244876/

The Harris Grunden family took part in the Buckeye sale
over March 31-April 1. They showcased  their stallions
and made some good Morgan stock available. That sure
helps the Amish who are looking for good foundation
and high percentage Morgans.

We lost a long-time Morgan lady this winter, Mary Jean
Vasiloff. That loss will be felt for a long time. She left
behind a legacy of reaching out to her community as well
as mentoring those in the Morgan world. She left a
bloodline of wonderful Morgan individuals who are in
good hands to carry on.
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Stay warm from Ostara Morgans
in Minnesota

Holiday wishes from Cornerstone Members!

Holiday wishes from the guys at
Silverado Ranch

Mountain Maple Morgans wishing everyone’s holidays be as fun as
bells and sleigh rides. Pictured Randallane Oasis
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Necks: Good, and Bad, and Why
 make the rear legs come up off the ground behind the
horse’s loins. “Dragging the hocks.” Well trained
Saddleseat horses can be trained to self carry, the legs
can engage correctly and the picture can be beautiful!

The properly trained dressage horse is conditioned from
the start to bring the chest up, while also raising the
back, to bring the hind legs way under the body. At first
the horse is worked with the head down and gradually it
is raised and the chin tucked in somewhat. The end
result is a neck carried high, arched, and face vertical.

You simply can’t do that with a short, thick neck. So the
natural shape of the horse’s neck determines or limits
how well the horse can do a particular job.

For fast cattle work a really long neck isn’t advantageous
for it puts more weight on the forehand, which can
interfere with turning, fast stops, and changing direction.
So a moderate length of neck is usually better but - if the
neck is shaped correctly, a somewhat longer neck will
not interfere. Here, balance, shape of neck, attachment at
the jaw and shoulder, etc. make all the difference.

Length aside, if the neck is rigid the horse will be heavy
in the hand. If the neck is flexible the horse is more
easily controlled and balanced.

A major consideration for necks is the attachment of the
neck to the head at the throatlatch. The Morgan has a
deeper throat latch than other breeds and it was often
pointed out as a major factor of the breeds legendary
endurance. This effects how the horse can get enough
oxygen to perform the strenuous sports we engage in. If
the horse is starved for air he will have no endurance. If
he is miserably uncomfortable with a thick neck pulled
into his chest, “behind the vertical” he will not be able to
bring his hind legs properly under his body. The
attachment of the neck at the throat is critical to the
horse’s usefullness, regardless of which activities he is to
perform. His windpipe must be free and is breathing not
impaired.

Flexibility in the neck is also important for any sport
requiring quick reaction and/or obedience. A stiff, too
thick or malformed neck will hamper the horse and the
rider in major ways.

By Mary Jean Vasiloff

The neck does a lot more than hold up the head.  Th
shape, length, and heft of the neck all play a part in this
work.

Our first response to a horse is often his head carriage
and presence.  We can tell a Quarter Horse from a
Morgan more by the attitude of his head and neck than
by the shape of his body, etc.

Type is defined in each breed by the shape and length of
his neck and a horse without correct type in the neck is
discounted as a poor representative of the breed, even if
the rest of him is fine.

This article is not about breed type.  It is about function,
balance and performance and its effect on a horse’s
suitability for his job. In the good old days, when I was a
kid, I often heard the words, “The neck has to be just
long enough for the horse to eat grass.” Long necks
often were scorned by working men with using horses.
The trend away from use and toward the show ring has
markedly lengthened the necks of most breeds, not just
because of the “Look” but also because the longer neck
affects the whole balance of the horse. More of what we
do with horses today is based on the lightness of the
mouth, flexion of the neck, head carriage, and ability to
bend and turn.

So what does a long neck or a short neck have to do with
performance? Very Little, if all you do is trail ride on a
loose rein.

A tremendous amount of you ride Saddle Seat or
Dressage, using head placement and balance to control
gait and motion.

Can the neck be too short or too long? Yes.

Starting at the “top” the Morgan, Saddleseat and high
level dressage horse has a “lofty” carriage, which sets the
balance of the horse back on the body. This frees the
shoulders for elevated action and when done right,
brings the back up and the hind legs under the horse for
impulsion. But they are not “set” the same way.

The American Saddlehorse, the show Morgan and the
Tennessee Walking horse are commonly “cranked back”
with the head held high and the back hollow. This can
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Necks: Good, and Bad, and Why, cont.
There are lots of names
for bad necks: “Upside
Down Neck”: a horse
with a flat top line and a
bowed down underline.
“The crest is on the
bottom”.

”Inside Out Neck” or

“Swan Neck” There is a crest
high on top with a responding
bulge in the lower windpipe.
The neck can be short (inside
out) or long (swan). The inside
out neck can be thick or thin
but the swan is attached low in
the front of the withers and
high on the chest so it looks
like a bent pipe. The upside
down neck looks more
“normal.” Many Morgan
horses have such necks from being bitted too high.

“Slab neck” It is straight both top and bottom with only
a little difference in thickness from jaw to chest. Whether

thick or thin it is rigid,
making flexion at the poll
difficult and control of
the horse even more so.
Slab necks do not have a
clean throatlatch and hene
reduce the horse’s
potential for endurance.

“Bull Neck” Attaches to
the jaw with a very thick

throat latch and swells up, down, and sideways - making
the neck look like a beef bull. These are usually rather
short necks, and they make real control impossible if the
horse wants to resist. A horse
of any age or breed can have a
bull neck but it is more
common among male than
female horses.

“Pencil neck” is a neck with
no heft or meat, that looks
like the horse was starved
from the shoulders forward.
Like the swan neck it is thin
and like the slab neck, very
straight and shapeless.

All of the above are severe
faults and to be avoided for
many reasons. They all effect the way the horse
maintains its balance and also their degree of
responsiveness, limits their use and restricts their ability
to perform in most present day activities. A very short,
thick neck inhibits the horse’s ability to respond and flex
at the crest and throat latch, necessary for subtle rein
cues.

An, upside down, inside out, swan neck makes the horse
tend to put it’s nose in the air to resist the bit. These
horses require a lot more skilled training than the average
horse owner has today.

They are usually “cured” by tight overcheck reins. But
they are never corrected. All of these faults are
inheritable, genetic traits. They are exacerbated by
overfeeding and/or starvation.

Note: the upside down looking necks we see in pictures
of horses of the early days were often, if not always the
result of being driven with very tight overcheck reins, in
the custom of the day. So when you look back in history
you might be horrified, but that conformation is not
always inheritable and if th horses descended from those
old boys have decent necks, chalk it up to ignorance and
fashion of their day.

As I said earlier, nowadays necks are generally longer in
most breeds than they were thirty years ago. There are
several reasons for this. Less horses are used for driving
than in the past and a short neck is not as
disadvantageous in harness. Partly this is the influence of
the show breeds which are called “elegant”. Mostly it is
because the longer necks makes for far easier control
than the shorter ones. Balance and suppleness are more
easily attained to a somewhat longer neck than with a
shorter one. But there is a such a thing as too much of a
good thing and too long a neck is weak and if not
perfectly arched, trained, and held is also ungainly and
unsightly.
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Necks: Good, and Bad, and Why, cont.
Attachment at the withers is a breed specific trait.

The neck connects the head to the withers, so the
placement of the neck is very important to the horse’s
balance and way of going. A short neck, set on low, and
carried in front of the body, limits the freedom and stride
of the front legs.

The neck set on top of the withers and carried high,
gives the horse the ability to lift and reach with a big, free
gait. So, in a very real sense, the natural angle of the
horse’s neck dictates it’s best use, and to some degree
can limit ability to do certain jobs. Basically: thick, short
neck hampers motion and flexibility while an exceedingly
long neck unbalances the horse’s front end and looks
awkward.

Lastly one of the hallmarks of Morgans down through
the ages has been the shape of the neck. This bespeaks
proper Morgan type: “Moderate in length, clean at the
throat and joined well down on the chest. The crest
placed high, with the neck set well on top of the
withers.”

So clearly, a slab neck, bull neck, upside down neck, or a
pencil neck were not traits of our breed! The high and
proudly carried neck of the Morgan may well be
exaggerated in modern horses, but it is still possible to
find horses with the neck fitting this very description. If
you are concerned about type make certain you include
the neck as a prime consideration.

Welcome to Cornerstone Morgan Horse, Inc, a National Service Organization, accredited

by the American Morgan Horse Association. Our members are Morgan Horse enthusiasts,

committed to promoting and supporting Foundation and high-percentage Foundation

Morgan Horses in all venues, whether in competition or pleasure.

If you are interested in having more fun with your horse while learning more about the

Foundation Morgan Horse, please join us. Visit us often to see what's happening in our

world. Get to know us. Become a member and play a role in the advancement of the

original American horse.
Go to www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com for how to sign up or mail request to 1836 Mill

Stream Dr. Fredrick MD 21707

www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com
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2016 Mother Earth News Fair
Oregon Mother Earth News Fair
June 5-6, 2016 were the dates of the third year of
Cornerstone participation at Mother Earth News Fair on
the west coast. It was the best yet.

As before, Cornerstone was invited to Mother Earth Fair
(MENF) because of our “Traditional” Morgans on The
Livestock Conservancy's Critically Endangered Livestock
List. We are invited to promote and educate and that is
just what we did.

Here in Oregon we didn't give riding or working
demonstrations like members did in North Carolina, but

we had
amazing
interest and
public
response.

This year, the
eight year old
gelding,
Triple S
Trigger,
joined us.

Non-stop he came up for pets and hugs from young and
old alike. His eyes stayed soft and he stood like a rock
for the smallest child. Toddlers stood and patted his
knees or were held high to pull on his ears. He adored
them all. The only ones he ignored were a very few
adults, usually during his naptime.

Throughout both days we gave demonstrations on what
makes the Morgan horse unique. We drew from Alton's
Study on The Morgan Horse Form, Function and
Geometrics. Trigger was a good model. It was just
amazing the number of interested people. We had
handouts with diagrams of the necessary geometrics.

What made me smile daily were the folks who spoke so
highly of the original, old-fashioned, foundation, “real”
Morgan. Each with their own adjective, so many loved
the Morgan and were aware of the changes that had
taken place in the breed. I just listened.

Many folks asked how they could help in the
preservation. The livestock building we were in was the
Livestock Conservancy's so all the livestock were on the
endangered list. We handed out many copies of an article
concerning what it meant to be endangered and a few

ways to help.  One gal, a vendor, had seen the
Cornerstone Morgans and members in North Carolina.
Boy, was she ever impressed by Rory's farm mares and
Lucy's ranch
mares!

We were at
MENF to
educate, not
sell anything.
And educate
we did! Quite
a few families
were
interested in
getting their
own Morgan after seeing the demeanor of Trigger and
hearing about the breed. Mike and I listened to
wonderful accounts of Morgan ownership from many.
An older gentleman recounted his years training for Leo
Beckley of Beckridge Farms. He was appreciative of a
listening audience and thanked us several times. He had
fond memories of the stallion, Montey Vermont.

It was historically hot in Albany, Oregon for the fair.
Luckily Mike brought a large fan for Trigger.  At first he
stayed away from it but by the afternoon he had learned
to align himself to get the best breeze.  He returned to
the farm a much more sophisticated horse. He loved the
experience and everyone loved him.

By Pam McDermott
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2016 Mother Earth News Fair
Mother Earth Fair-Asheville NC
The Mother Earth Fair in Asheville NC was the third
year in a row representatives from Cornerstone shared
the love of the foundation Morgan Horse. Every year is
different, different weather, different participants,
different horses but still very much the same as to the
exposure and education of thousands of folks as they
stop by to look and learn. This year we were delighted to
have a return member from last years fair, Lucy Ray of
Monticello Georgia and her Morgans, Quietude Calais
and Charlie Girl.  They all knew the drill from previous
experience and were quick to ride amongst the crowd
answering questions and showing off a well mannered
mount. My Grandaughter, Ashley (15) jumped in the
saddle to try her hand at ropeing , riding and engaging
the younger crowd. They did a great job!

We also enjoyed the
presence of fellow
Cornerstone member
Henry Fleming from
Davidson N.C. and his
mounts Pisgah’s Melody
Rose and Pisgah’s Amigo
El Dorado.  Henry
partakes in the
Baucherest style of
Dressage and danced
with his mounts up and
down the aisle and thru
the crowds several times

each day. It was so much fun to watch the crowds stop
and watch with amazement at some of the dressage
moves put forth so effortlessly by such a skilled rider as
Henry. It was fun to get to know another member and
his likes (chocolate chip cookies) and interest in the
Morgan and his chosen discipline. 
We also had a childrens table as we do every year. Lots
of posters to color and prizes are drawn from a hat so to
speak. Everything is horse related and they all walk away
with something. I would find them returning to try again
quite often and let them know they could come back the
next day. It’s always fun to spend time with children and
the parents seemed to enjoy the time they were able to
spend slowing down and interacting with our Morgans.
Did I mention it was COLD!! April in N. Carolina can
be unpredictable. The past two years blessed us with
gorgeous Spring weather. This year got us good. It was
Cold and Windy especially Saturday. It was difficult
keeping all our promotion materials from flying away
and we huddled to keep warm. Attendance was slow to

 get going ,but by noon we were super busy as most folks
did the indoor exhibits first waiting
for some warmth. Sunday is always
slow to start, but by 11:00 we were
all busy.
Lucy and I took pictures thru out the
event and made sure to share them
with our members on the list and
Facebook. Facebook is such a
valuable tool (thank-you Megan
Vogel) and we found our posts
shared by The Morgan Horse,
Mother Earth News and The Livestock Conservancy.
The Livestock Conservancy used a photo of Henry and
Amigo for its Heritage Breeds Week Campaign. That
post drew over 400 shares and 448 likes in 48 hours. If
each person who shared that post only has 100 “friends”
that post was potentially seen by 40,000 people, probably
more. Mother Earth News contacted me about another
picture of Amigo shared to their Facebook Page and
asked me to write a “Letter to Mother” ( letter to the
editor) as to why I felt it was a good thing for Mother
Earth to join up with The Livestock Conservancy. That
letter and photo will be in the August/September issue
of Mother Earth News. Mother Earth News total print
readership is a whopping 2.5 MILLION each issue! The
promotion of the Morgan at an event doesn’t stop when
you load your horse up in the trailer. Take lots of
pictures, share your best photos and stories to your
Facebook page, Cornerstone, The Morgan Horse, The
Livestock Conservancy and Mother Earths Facebook
pages. It only takes time and sends the message of the
Foundation and HPF Morgan and the GREAT FOLKS
who partner with such fine horses to tens of thousands if
not MILLIONS of people.
I would
personally
like to thank
Lucy Ray
and Henry
Fleming for
their tireless
devotion.
We couldn’t
have done it
without you
and your
Morgans.
Bravo!  - Susan Suber
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Westwind Orchid (Sweets Baybarry x Westwind Black Betty)

Westwind Ophelia (Sweets Baybarry x Westwind Carmelita)

2016 Cornerstone Foals

2016 saw some outstanding foundation foals produced.  We currently have verified 66 registered

foundation Morgans born in 2016. There was approximately the same amount verified in 2015.  The

following is a pictorial of members foundation and HPF foals that they have shared. Foals are the

future of this organization so please remember to send in your foal pictures before October 1st to be

included in the 2017 foal pictorial. Send to advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com.
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Maple Spring Indigo Ash

(Cimarron of Quietude x Maple Spring Savannah)

2016 Cornerstone Foals

Westwind Odele

(Sweets Baybarry x Adeils Magnolia) Westwind Orchid

(Sweets Baybarry x Westwind Black Betty)

Westwind Owen

(Sweets Baybarry x Westwind Eyelash)

Maple Spring Indigo Ash

(Cimarron of Quietude x Maple Spring
Savannah)
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Westwind Ophelia

(Sweets Baybarry x Westwind Carmelita)
Westwind Owen

(Sweets Baybarry x Westwind Eyelash)

[Back] Maple Springs Indigo Ash (Cimarron of Quietude x Maple Spring Savannah)

[Front] Maple Spring Daniel Lambert (Queitude Fare Thee Well x Quietude Mtn Laurel)

2016 Cornerstone Foals
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2016 Cornerstone Foals

Delegard Bridgette Ann (Pure Nuggeteers Standard x A-One Queen Winnifred)

Delagard Roseanne Marie (Pure Nuggeteers Standard x Schiehallion Shayla)

Mtn Maple Lambert

(Cimarron of Quietude x Mtn Maple Charm)

Delegard Arthur Hugh Saunders

(Pure Nuggeteers Standard x Duplicate
Liberty)
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2016 Cornerstone Foals

JaF Marissa Andreia

(JaF Sunrise Surfer Dude x Striking
Spanish Dancer)

JaF Calista Meilani

(JaF Sunrise Surfer Dude x MtnToip
Isabella)

JaF Mariposa del Mar

(JaF Sunrise Surfer Dude x Sun-west
Diamond Tara)

JaF Sand and Surf

(JaF Sunrise Surfer Dude x Marble Mtn
Splendor)
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2016 Cornerstone Foals

(Diamante Noir x Amberfields Sunquest
Gold)

Kells Gracie

(Do More Flash x Do More Peaches)Do More BJS Legacy

(Do More Blackjack Bailey x Do More
Bucksnorts Beth

Silver Cross Grace

(Do More Flash x Silver Cross Dax)
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Silver Cross Golden Eagle (Do More Jazz x Do More Bodacious Babs)

 Silver Cross Highlander (Do More Jazz x Juzanella)

Dawn Winds Fearless Bodhi

(Dawn Winds Creedance x Triple S Berry Knox)

Silver Cross Agape

(Do More Jazz x Westrek Bless)

2016 Cornerstone Foals
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Kells Once In a Blue Moon

(Whippoorwill Newmoon x

Kells Maija Blessed Event)

Kells Graceful Xpression

(Kells Above R Xpectations x Kells Magic Karess)

2016 Cornerstone Foals

Primus Epona Jazz

(Springlake Pallidin x Gab Creek Gay Jazz)

Silver Cross Royal Duke

(Do More Jazz x Bucksnorts Dusky Rosebud)
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Diamante Eirian (Sequoia First Class Navy x

Andemar Bay-Annette)

2016 Cornerstone Foals

Kells Elegance To Xcess  (Kells Above R

Xpectations x Bird Flirt GD)

Help support the Cornerstone Morgan Horse, Inc and our newsletter by purchasing

advertising space! The printing of the newsletter will not be possible without advertisers.

For more information please email advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com. Advertising

rates are on back of newsletter. Inquires can also be mailed to 836 Mill Stream Dr. Fredrick

MD 21707

mailto:advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com.
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Bill Logsdon’s Recollections
A Horse of Endurance

Howard Boston, of Glen Easton, Marshall County, W.
VA, bought a three year old Morgan gelding to drive on
his mail route. The gelding was a sorrel, 15 plus hands.
He was a Brunk-bred horse, built just right , not too
blocky and not too light. He had lots of muscle and lots
of  'go'.

Howard bought this horse in 1926 and delivered mail in
a cart six days a week. Howard and his Morgan never
missed a day in twenty years. In 1946, my first year in
school, he replaced his then 23 year old gelding with a
bigger spotted horse. That one he drove for two weeks.

Howard said the spotted horse was a dog compared to
his old Morgan. He ordered a brand new Jeep and the
spotted horse went.

At the start of his mail delivery with the good Morgan,

 Howard had a 27 mile route. At the end, he had thirty-
three miles. He said when his Morgan was twenty-three
years old, he finished his route an hour later than when
the gelding was a three year old! That's endurance that
would be hard to match!

Howard had a blacksmith who kept his feet in tip-top
shape. He gave his horse the best of care.

In the course of a day, the Morgan knew just what to do.
When Howard pulled up to a row of mailboxes, the
horse would move slowly and on Howard's word from
box to box. The word was “up” and it meant one step at
a time.

When he got the last mailbox done, the Morgan would
hear “go!” and he was gone at a steady trot. That is my
kind of horse.

The end, until Bill's next recollection.

Bella Luna (raf)

a double dilute filly guaranteed to produce color out
of Jaf Sunrise Surfer Dude x Triple S Eclipse. A
canter to die for with blue eyes and lashes an inch
long! For sale.

FOUNDATION AND COLOR LOVERS!

For more information contact:

Beth Sheller
highharpeth@comcast.net

(615) 415-4006
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Candace Costis - Canyonview Horses, Texas

A shout out from Central Texas, here! What a wonderful
Spring. It usually goes from the brown of Winter right
into the high temperatures of Summer. This year we
have had a very long stretch of Spring weather with a lot
of rain. Of course, the weeds have proliferated joyfully.
Early this year I attended the Mother Earth News Fair
and saw friends I made last year, new acquaintances and
even a new employee who does fantastic body work and
farriery to support that work. The horses look and move
much better and her business partner is going to help me
rehabilitate my website. Training of the younger horses
continues with trailer training with the “new” trailer and
driving. For the first time I have youngsters afraid of the
surcingle with it’s noisy circular “scales”. They act like it
it is a big snake. They have seen plenty of those here
since I encourage the barn snakes for rodent and bird
control and they can easily get up to 5 feet. Actually, I
stopped rehoming the snakes when they got big since
their work is so valuable so the horses may not have had
much exposure to really large snakes before last year.

Farm News

 Anyway, the training continues a bit more slowly. They
are all fine with a rider on their backs - its just that scary
surcingle!

Wearing the scary surcingle is four year old Celebration
Gloria, HPF, MCG Anthracite x Nashboro Sir Galahad,
color - smoky black.

Deborah Ide, Tennessee

We're still settling in on our Tennessee farm. During the
past months we've enjoyed driving our mare Mannana
Tara (GWeeks Robyn Royal x Mannana Serrana) in the
fields near our farm. We've spent a good deal of time
trail riding on the Natchez Trace horse trails and other
local roads and trails with her also, sometimes in
company with our neighbors and their horses. Last fall
our family members congregated at our farm and two of
the grandchildren ages 4 and 7 enjoyed rides on Tara
who behaved great with the little ones on her as we led
her around.Two of our other grandchildren, ages 11 and
15 who live in our area have enjoyed riding her also.
None of the children are riders but Tara is patient and
quiet with them as well. We had plans to take her to
another pioneer trek re-enactment over  4th of July
weekend as the token horse like we did a few years ago
but a family event will preclude that so we'll have to wait
to do that again. We're hoping to add a second Morgan
to our family, looking for a steady trail horse, kid and
family friendly so we can trail ride together. If anyone
has one or knows of one, please let us know.
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Farm News
Flower Valley Morgan Farm, Cindy & Leon Kells,
Minnesota

Welcome 2017 and Happy Spring!  Hope everyone has
started off your year right planning for more adventures
with family, friends and Morgans.   We’ve had a busy
winter of horse sales:
Kells Full Moon Rising (Whippoorwill Newmoon x
Kells Maija Blessed Event)  2014 gelding, and Kells
Opportunity Knox (Kells Above R Xpectations x Kells
Magic In The Heir) 2015 gelding moved to Prescott AZ
in December.  New owner is Dale Howell who loves to
work with young horses.
Early March, Kells Elegance in Xcess (Kells Above R
Xpectations x Bird Flirt GD), 2016 filly, was purchased
by Brandie & Dustin Gean of Colfax IA.  Elle is a late
Christmas present for Brandie.  Brandie and Dustin
brought their lovely Morgan mare, Moka, to visit our
stallion last year and are expecting there first foal in early
May.
 Also in March, Kells Xquisite Jewel (Kells Above R
Xpectations x Do More Diamond Dream) 2014 filly
traveled to Danville VT to join new owners, Bruce & Pat
Brink.
Our 2016 colt, Kells Once In a Blue Moon
(Whippoorwill Newmoon x Kells Maija Blessed Event)
headed to WV in early April to be used as a breeding
stallion in a new Foundation breeding program.
Congratulations to Eli and Martha Mast on their

 purchase of Blue.  
It’s looking a little horse
“less” at our place    so I
hope to be breeding a few
mares for 2018.  We will be
welcoming a foal in early
May from Kells Onyx Pearl
out of our Kells Above R
Xpectations.   Full 2015
sibling – Kells Xtra Kandi
Kisses – is owned by
Gretchen Scharmer.
Gretchen is awaiting the
arrival of the full sibling
because one is not enough.

Cindy & Leon Kells

May 2017 Update:  Kells Onyx Pearl foaled on May 5th

(her due date) and we welcome a darling filly that we
plan to name Kells Joyous Xclamation.  Though
Gretchen is interested in Joy, we decided that we could
not part with her and Gretchen will wait until the 2018
foal is born.  Joy (pictured) is our only foal for this year,
but breeding plans for 2018 have begun.  Kells Ruby
McBride Flynn, Do More Diamond Dream, and Pearl
will be bred to our stallion.  Kells Maija Blessed Event
will be sent to an outside stallion since she is too closely
related to our guy.

Jackson Brook Farm - Maine
We are glad WJD T-A-Mora Star Shooter 3 year old 15.1
hand Lippitt stallion is coming along well in his saddle
horse training.   The work done last year to train him to
pack was a big help.   Currently, I have about 15 rides in
on Shooter and just started introducing him to rope
work.   No we don't rope many cows in Maine, but it is
good for a horses mind in a lot of ways.   Riding Shooter
in a rope halter at this stage of training and will transition
to the snaffle or hackamore soon.   Working this young
horse has been a continuous Christmas present for me.
Hard not to smile once you step up on this horse.    He
has a sweet little lope on him too.   It has been around
35 years since I have rode a stallion around town.   If he
continues to remain respectful around the mares we will
let stay intact. He is currently turned out with 2 mares
and his 7 month old son on sacrifice ground until our
pasture land firms up so we may see some more foals
next year.
Training Shooter has taking some time away from our
new 7 month old colt Jackson Brook Baxter Baxter 99%
foundation lines.   We have ponied young Baxter on

some of our trial rides with Shooter and also turned him
loose once we are a few miles away form the tarred
road.   It is fun ride being able to watch a young horse
explore the world on these rides.   We have used Dr
Miller methods with him since birth and anything else we
could come up with during chore time with Baxter.
Standing on a different materials while he eats his
grain,covering him with traps, chains, blankets, ropes
etc.   He has had him hooked and pulling small objects
and a sled.
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Farm News

Sugar Shack Farms - South Carolina

  Our Grandaughter Ashley   (at 15) took it upon herself
to hop aboard the unbroken mare Claire whilst I was
busy in the house. I can be a bit of a safety stickler (ask
Rory) and at that time did not allow unsupervised riding.
As I walked out of the kitchen onto the deck their Sat
Ashley upon Claire like it's no big deal After my heart fell
back into my chest...I took a deep breath and we carried
on for Claire's first saddle training.   It must be the
Mother in me that I WORRY too much. Seemingly for
nothing as Claire was good as gold.   Ashley has taken
charge and we now trail ride as often as we can. She still
needs a lot of work,but so far so good. Speaking of
Claire ( Sugarshack Mythos Clarity) we hauled her over
to Lucy Rays for a date with her newly acquired stallion
Liz's Blackjack.   Claire was a maiden mare and had some
opinions on the matter but Blackjack prevailed servicing
her on  April 20 and 22nd. We gave not had her vet
checked yet as we have been sidetracked with the care of
my 92 yr old mother in law who had fallen and fractured
her hip. She will be home from rehab soon. She's a tough
one!

Nora Knight - Vintage Morgans, Washington
Cutting back on horse numbers means that we don't
have any foals this year.   I enjoy seeing all the pictures of
the lovely Foundation Morgan foals being produced by
members of this group.
In May, I had the pleasure of participating in a Cowboy
Dressage Clinic in Sagle, Idaho.   The instructor was
Jenni Grimmett, DVM, who also owns four Morgans.
Jenni rode Vintage Knight Rider (Westwind Storm x
BuckSnort's Wendy Lamar), 100% Foundation gelding,
during the clinic.   There were four other Morgans
among the ten participants, and I am proud to say three
of those were Vintage Morgans.   Our  winter was long
and I had limited chance to ride before the clinic, so I
took two horses in order to prevent soreness or overload

 on one.   I rode Vintage Lusita (Sir Danes Sire Storm x
Toy Story), 100% Foundation mare, and Vintage China
Doll (Sir Danes Sire Storm x Dean Mt Nikkoletta), HPF
mare.   Abby Knight rode her HPF gelding, Vintage
Indigo (Sumrsnow Majestic x Dean Mt Nikkoletta).   It is
rewarding to see that this discipline suits any horse and
encourages putting the horse first.   We all learned a lot,
laughed frequently, and made new friends.

The attached picture shows, left to right, Abby Knight
on Vintage Indigo, Nora Knight on Vintage Lusita, and
Jenni Grimmett, DVM, on Vintage Knight Rider.
I am looking forward to practicing what I learned at the
clinic as well as logging many trail miles this summer.

 We took Claire
and Ashley to
the Mother
Earth Fair in
Asheville NC
meeting up with
Linda Sewell and
Henry Fleming.
But Linda will
tell you all about
that at a later
date.
So keep your
fingers crossed
for a
Blackjack/Claire
foal April 2018.
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 California on Thursday and stayed thru Tuesday so we
had lots of time to work with Poppy and my two minis.
Poppy loves clicker training and begs for me to work
with her. She even demonstrated one of her tricks,
playing the piano, at the Mother Earth News Fair.
On May 20th Poppy and I participated in an obstacle
clinic with Pam Tanner. Poppy was great. She was

verybrave about the
scary obstacles   Her
sparkling coat and
outgoing personality
made her a hit with the
auditors and the other
participants.
May 24- 27 was the
Southern States Regional
Morgan Horse Show in
Raleigh. Poppy got a
break this year since I
was swamped
coordinating the sport
horse division including
trail, dressage, working

hunter, western dressage and carriage. I did hand out
Cornerstone post cards and lots of folks studied the
Stallion Directory that I had set out on the sport horse
awards table.

Farm News
Linda Sewall

This spring has been busy for The Grove and its HPF
Morgan horses.  March 2
I took Intelligent Design, aka Ivy,   to Mary Clark Lind's
farm in Virginia for a driving refresher. I had decided
that her real calling is carriage driving, not dressage. She
was working so well that another of Mary's clients
approached me and asked if I would sell her. I decided to
sell and Ivy is now a happy driving horse at Limerick
Morgans and I hope I have recruited a new member,
Corinne Nelson, for Cornerstone. That sale left me with
just one HPF mare, Glick's Regent, aka Poppy.
With Ivy gone, Poppy is having to do double duty as a
dressage horse. We participated in a Fix-a-test with
judges Heather and Kris Hamilton on  March 4  and a
multiday dressage clinic with Fallon Blackburn  April
21-24.
March 8-12  Poppy and I went with friends to ride on
low country trails and the beach near Beaufort, SC. We
stayed at Camelot Equestrian Center where Poppy was a
big hit.
We joined Sue Suber and Henry Fleming to represent
Cornerstone at the Mother Earth News Fair in Fletcher,
NC May 5-7. That was a real adventure covered in a
separate article.
The Grove hosted a clicker training horses clinic May 13
and 14. The clinician, Peggy Hogan, came in from

Caylyn Walker
There have been a lot of things happening around the
farm this spring.  Most exciting, we are so pleased to
announce the arrival of three beautiful foals.  Two of
these babies are out of our very own TC Maverick and
we couldn’t be happier!
Blitzen Marvelous Merlin -Pending  (TC Maverick X
Baymount’s Savannah), & Blitzen Midnight Slyder -
Pending (TC Maverick X A-Z La Feme Nakita).
Aside from the foals we will also have a few riding
horses for sale later this summer!  We have also been
busy promoting the Morgan horses at local events events
this summer.  Most recently Harper’s Smoked N’ Sync
performed his first offsite Trick Horse performance at
Ottawa Horse days.  He handled the event like a pro and
performed many tricks including the bow, pedestal,
smile, wave, say ‘no’, and more!  We have several other
events scheduled for the summer to help spread the
word about the amazing foundation Morgan Horses!
For other farm news I also have this:

We are so excited to announce that my first book has
just been published on
Amazon.com and soon will be on
Amazon.ca as well!
Horseplay and
Harmony: Safe and
Responsible Trick
Horse Training is a fun
step-by-step
instructional book on
teaching your horse
tricks. This book
features full color
photos that are 100%
Morgan horses that I
have worked with and
trained.
 Horseplay and Harmony focuses on safe and
responsible trick horse training methods using positive
reinforcement techniques. No ropes, no whips and non-
force methods. If you were wondering how to do it, look
no further!
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Farm News
Noel Radcliffe - Ostara Morgans, Minnesota
Hello from Ostara Morgans. It has been a busy and
wonderful year here in Wisconsin.
First off we have youngsters galore. Last year brought 2
colts.   Ostara Mtnmoon Dancer, "Danny", (
Whippoorwill Newmoon x Mountain Velvet Jante ), and
Ostara Silverdawn Aristos, "Ari", (Triple S Silver Dollar
X Do More Shawna Dawn )   Both colts have been
perfect for   me to work with, quick learners, and so
sweet and friendly.   They lead, stand tied, stand for the
farrier, and move off pressure. We are starting some
ground work, Natural horsemanship style.
This year we have been blessed with 3 foals.   Ostara
Silverdawn Adagio. "Dodge", (Triple S Silver Dollar X
Do More Shawna Dawn), Ostara Silverbeau Regard,
"Bo", (Triple S Silver Dollar X RRMBD Miss
Independence) and Ostara XB Bailey ??? (Kells Above
Our Xpectations X Bird Flirt GD).   That amounts to a
chestnut colt, buckskin
colt  and a black filly. They were all born in the last two
weeks of May, so it has been busy.   Westwind Jennifer,
(Farceurs Falcon Morgan X Triple S Winspar) is due to
foal in August, and that will be our last one.
We also are so excited to announce that we have added
two mares to our herd in the last 6 months. Bird Flirt
GD (WAR Atania X Dazeys Flirt FD)  joined us last
November from Flower Valley Morgan Farm, Cindy and
Leon Kells.   I loved Flirt the first time I saw her.   I am
so grateful to Cindy and Leon for letting her come here.

  I hear she is trained to drive so this fall Don Bahr is
going to come over and we are going to take her for a
drive.   My newest mare is Red Rose Stardancer (Triple S
Bald Eagle X Mon Tana Dancer)   I have loved this mare
from early on as well. I never thought Jane and John
Petenpol would let her go, but Mossrose Morgans was so
kind in allowing me to purchase Dancer.   I am going on
a nice trail ride as soon as she settles in here.
I  have learned so much about working with the
youngsters, and I so enjoy my time with the horses. I am
going to have a hard time selling any of these, but it has
to happen.
My goals for this summer is to go on more trail rides,
maybe even some horse camping

Joyce Napotnik - Maple Spring Morgans, West
Virginia
Farm News:     We were very excited after months of
planning to bring Cimarron of Quietude, a 31 years old
stallion, to Pennsylvania from Jenny Blanchett-Morse's
place in Wyoming, for a breeding or two and then take
him to his birth place at the Quietude Stud to live out his
remaining years in WV.

He was bred to the only black Lambert living today, our
Maple Spring Savannah, and in August she gave us a
beautiful brown colt, Maple Spring Indigo Ash who will
be retained. Cimarron of Quietude after going to his
birth place has also bred a mare and was collected for
future foals. Cimarron is the only living son of Criterion.
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Farm News
Primus Morgans, Rory McGoff - Michigan
We have one colt by Springlake Pallidin on the ground
and expect two more foals this year.  We added
Bucksnort’s Dusky Rosebud and her 2016 colt to the
herd last fall. Her colt is by Do More Jazz. We are
grateful to Dan and Ana Bailey in Colorado for giving us
the chance to own these hores. We have settled some
into the new Michigan farm over the past year but still a
full load of important tasks to get to.

Pictured is 2016 filly Primus Epona Jazz (Springlake
Pallidin x Gab Creek Gay Jazz. She is showing
exceptional maturity and calmness at 11 months old and
we feel blessed to have her!

A Blacksmith’s Note

Hello friends,

A good friend of ours asked us to write an article about
hoof trimming for you.

Well, I don't know much about this but if you get a
horse in to trim you should look at the horse's eye first.
Then you look for conformation. Next you look at how
the bones come down into the hoof.

Some may have long and flat pastern bones and some
may have more upright pastern bones. Some may be
toed out while others are pigeon-toed. Remember that I
am talking about all breeds, crossbreds and so on. But I
have also noticed a lot of good in all breeds.

So, you pick up a horse foot and look at it. Then, take
your hoof knife and start cleaning out around the frog.
Next clean any loose, dead sole. Before you start
trimming, always look where you should cut off..  Its not
how much you cut but where you cut that is important.
Remember, do not cut the sole or the frog. The frog is
the heart of the foot that supplies blood to it. Once you
have cleaned out the sole of any obviously dead material,
then take your nippers and start trimming down close to
the soles. If you are running your horse barefoot, leave
the sole alone; no trimming. The shorter you take the

hoof, the more chance of an abscess to occur. Abscesses
are like a stone bruise! This often happens when they
step on a stone when the hoof is trimmed down too far.
So keep that in mind.

Anyways, when you have trimmed the wall down to the
soles, make sure you have the proper angle for that
horse. Make sure that hoof  looks like its angles match
the leg. There are a lot of bones in a hoof and leg. Make
sure they make a nice line up with the hoof.  Be sure the
hoof  is going with the bones. That will keep the horse
more sound. But not always!

Then what I do once I have trimmed the hoof down, I
take my nippers and go about a 50% around the edge of
the wall and take it off . Rasp it to where it makes it nice
and round, also removing any  flares. It also keeps the
wall edge from breaking and chipping.

I have also noticed in the function of the foundation
Morgans that they have a nice conformation. That will
make your job easier. And, they say that if there's no foot
there's no horse. So let's breed for good conformation
and good feet.

Thank ya,
Alvin Mast
Mast Blacksmith
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Cornerstone News Fall 2015 ~ page 42
/Cornerstone News/Winter 2013

FOR SALE:

Ostara Silverdawn Aristos - “Ara” Triple S Silver Dollar x Do More Shawna Dawn
Ari has 8 crosses to Red Correll and it shows.  Triple S Silver Dollar X Do More Shawna Dawn.  Silver's
pedigree is a fabulous blend of East meets West as Triple S lines meet the fabulous Whippoorwill legacy.  Silver
stamped this foal with perfect confirmation, and stunning good looks. Shawna with classic Brunk breeding is a
powerful mare with a strong hip. Ari is 99.8% foundation bred with only 1 outcross 9 generations back in 1932.
Ari should mature over 15 hands. Both Sire and dam are very athletic, with great bone.  Ari shows his laid back
shoulder and strong hip. He leads, stands tied, stands for Ferrier and moves off pressure. He is curious and a
quick learner. He would be an excellent trail horse and breeding Stallion. Would consider reduced price with
breeding options.  For sale by private treaty. Please call Noel Radcliffe if interested.  Ph. 608 983-2989

Triple S Dun It - Foaled 1999 Bay, Easy to handle, rides, ridden in company with mares and on stock.
Always hand bred. Ties, stands for farrier. Has beautiful movement and action, would look wonderful in
harness. Throws outstanding temperaments, has always thrown the dams color, 50/50 fillies colts. 16+H on
Arabs, Quarters and Morgans. This is an opportunity you do not want to miss if you are looking for quality.
$1500.00 ph 218-464-2006

Whippoorwill Moonflower - Foaled 1998 Black, Has been saddled and backed but not a lot of riding time.
Easy to handle, easy around foals, a good mom, easy breeder. Throws blacks. Ties, stands, good for farrier.
Rare lines, Make an offer. Ph. 218-464-2006

Firebrand Quiet Fire - 1999 Gelding Chestnut, Good all purpose fellow. Has been ridden mostly on  trails,
some stock, some harness. Likes to work and likes to stand quietly in between. No health issues, Ties, stands,
good for farrier. Good athletic and harness lines.
$500.00 ph. 218 464-2006

Triple S Trigger - 2007 palomino gelding, Triple S Trigger is available! He loves people and is a fun pleasure
horse. Trigger is stout, 14.2, and very sound and healthy. Price is negotiable to a good home! Pam
McDermott 541.860.7273 (Oregon)

Bill Logsdon Horses for sale - He has a bay, small star only,  3 year old stallion (WAR Jedero X Can Do
Julie).  He will be at 15 hands. He has a full brother that he is keeping and says they are good representatives.
He is asking $2000. He has 5 youngsters by WAR Jedero and by his own Gold Cross Buddy. There are fillies
and colts. Also he has a WAR Jedero yearling colt that he wants $1500. for but it is negotiable if he is kept a
breeding stallion.  Jedero is a hard working, multi-skilled stallion of impeccable disposition and good Morgan
type. He is black. Buddy is of Whippoorwill breeding and is a mellow, sweet stallion whom he offers to stand
for free for mares owned by young people. These are all 100% Foundation! Bill's number is 330.337.9272 and
he is in Salem, OH.

Want to list something for sale in future Newsletters? It is free to members!
Just send to advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com or call Pam
McDermott at 541-860-7273.

www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com

CLASSIFIEDS

mailto:advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com
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COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE

The next issue will feature GELDINGS, the unsung heros of the breed. Please submit
photos of your favorite foundation/HPF geldings in vertical format for possible cover
use and your stories as well!

What often pairs with geldings? YOUTH! All youth members, please share pictures and
news of your activities! Information is due by July 1st for fall newsletter submissions.

Also, don’t forget it is time to apply for Cornerstone Promotional Grants! If you are
getting Cornerstone Morgans out there, Cornerstone wants to help you!

ADVERTISING– Half and full page color ads available!
½ page —–––––––––––––––$35
Full page––––––––––––––––$60
Inside front and back covers–$75
Send inquiries and information to advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com

To determine what percentage of your horse's
lineage is Foundation, you must subtract out the
outcrosses, which will primarily be Saddlebred. On
the Allbreed site, the horse's breed is listed under its
name. The most common saddlebred ancestor for
today's Morgans is Upwey King Peavine. He was
registered as a Morgan, but his parents were both
registered Saddlebreds, and so we count him as a
Saddlebred outcross. He is behind some very widely
used horses, including Upwey Ben Don and
Waseeka's Nocturne, so if you are familiar with
Morgan bloodlines, you will know which lines in
your horse's pedigree to look most closely at.[Other
names to watch for are Hudson, Admiral Denmark,
Polly Forrest, Forest Whirlwind, Barrymore
McDonald, Rex McDonald, and Rex Peavine.
Remember, the first registered non-Morgan you
encounter is the "Marker" for where the outcrossing
began. So to discover the outcrosses, you follow
each line of your horse's pedigree back to 1930.
When you find a non-Morgan ancestor, note in
which generation the outcross occurs. Do this for
each line of your horse's pedigree.

When you have your totals, use the following chart
to figure out what percentages to subtract. I have
rounded them to the nearest tenth, for the sake of
making them easier to use:

Generations Back Percentage Multiplier

1 50%

2 25%

3 12.5%

4 6.3%

5 3.1%

6 1.6%

7 0.8%

8 0.4%

9 .2%

10 .1%

11 .05%

DETERMINING FOUNDATION PERCENTAGE

 Applications can be found at www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com or by mailing request to
1836 Mill Stream Dr. Fredrick MD 21707

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY FOR JUST $25.

www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com

